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 Hannah Arendt

 The Great Tradition

 II. Ruling and Being Ruled

 IF NOW, IN THE LIGHT OF MONTESQUIEU'S INSIGHTS, WE RECONSIDER

 the TRADition not from its end but from its beginning and ask ourselves

 what role the experience of rule played, in what realm of life it was

 chiefly located, we should remember that the traditional forms of

 government - enumerated as rule by one, or few, or a multitude, which

 follow consistently from the division between rulers and subjects, as do

 their perversions - were always accompanied by an altogether differ-

 ent taxonomy. In the stead of monarchy, we hear of kingship (basileia),

 and monarchy, in this context, is used interchangeably with tyranny,

 so that one-man rule, monarchy or tyranny, sometimes is called the

 perversion of kingship. Oligarchy, the rule of the few is still the perver-

 sion of aristocracy, the rule of the best, but instead of the term democ-

 racy, majority-rule, we find polity which originally designated the

 polis or city-state and later became the republic, the Roman res publica.

 Democracy now is seen as the perversion of this polity, an ochlocracy

 where the mob rules supreme.

 Kingship, aristocracy, and polity are praised as the best forms

 of government or, also very early and later specifically insisted upon

 by Cicero, a mixture of the three is recommended. But such "mixed

 government," supposedly embodying the best traits of each form of

 government, is impossible under the assumption that these govern-
 ments are essentially distinguished by the rule of one, or the few, or

 the multitude, because those forms are clearly mutually exclusive.
 Tyranny, moreover, denounced in this context even more strongly
 Copyright © Hannah Arendt Bluecher Literary Trust 2008
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 than in the traditional definitions, is not so much condemned for its

 arbitrary lawlessness as the worst but still a possible form of living-

 together, or as the least desirable but still a comprehensible human

 attitude towards one's fellow-men. The tyrant is rather ruled out of

 human society altogether; he is considered to be a beast in the shape of

 a man, unfit for human intercourse and beyond the pale of mankind.

 In other words, kingship, aristocracy, and polity seem not simply to be

 the "good forms" of government of which monarchy, oligarchy, and

 democracy are perversions: the former cannot even be defined within

 the same framework of categories as the latter.

 The descriptions of kingship, aristocracy, and polity rather indi-

 cate actual political experiences that crystallized in different forms of

 people's living together and are embodied in them, experiences that

 are prior to and not necessarily identical with those that gave rise to

 the concepts of rule in accordance with law and power. Whether these

 experiences, which still loom large in the traditional definitions and

 descriptions of governments, had been conceptualized earlier is a differ-

 ent question. The fact that Thucydides already mentions what was later

 called a "mixed government" (Book VIII, 97) and that Aristotle alludes

 to similar theories in his Politics (1265b33), seems to indicate that an

 earlier track of political thought was superseded, absorbed, and partly

 eliminated with the rise of our tradition. The point is that neither the

 division between rulers and subjects nor the standards of law and power

 make much sense when they are applied to the "good forms," which on

 the contrary change immediately into their "perverted forms" if we try

 to define them according to that division and those standards.

 If kingship were the rule by one man, it clearly would be the

 same as monarchy, a constitutional monarchy, as we would say today,

 if in accordance with the laws and a tyranny if against them. The fact

 however is that a king (basileus) did not have the absolute power of the

 monarch, that his was not a hereditary office but that he was elected

 and very clearly never was permitted to be more than primus inter pares

 (first among equals). The moment he is defined in terms of rule as the

 holder of all power, he has already changed into a tyrant. If aristocracy is
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 the rule of the few, who are the best, then the question invariably arises

 who the best are and how they can be found out - certainly not through

 self-election - and whether one can make sure that during their rule the
 best remain the best. The moment the few are identified in accordance

 with objective standards, they can only be the rich or the hereditary

 nobility, whose rule Aristotle defined as oligarchy, a perverted aris-

 tocracy. Or, if the few are the wisest, then they are according to Plato

 those who cannot persuade the multitude and must rule over unwilling

 subjects through violence, which again would be tyranny. Least of all

 was it possible to define polity or republic in these terms of ruling and

 being ruled. Aristotle, after having stated axiomatically that "each polis-

 community is composed of rulers and ruled" goes on immediately to say

 that in this form of government "it is necessary that all share equally

 in ruling and being ruled" and that nature itself, by composing cities

 of the young and the old has indicated for whom it is befitting to rule

 and for whom to be ruled (Politics, vii, 14, 1332bl2-36). Obviously, the

 distinction between ruler and subjects disappears here into the distinc-

 tion between teacher and pupils, or between father and sons. That the

 whole organization of polis-life did not permit the distinction between

 ruler and subjects is quite manifest in Herodotus's famous discussion

 of forms of government where the defender of the Greek polis finally,

 after he is defeated in a contest, demands to be permitted to retire from

 political life altogether, because he neither wants to rule or to be ruled.

 The fact was, of course, that Greek polis-life did not know of any such

 division among its citizens. The rulership on which it was based, as is

 indicated more than once in Aristotle, was primarily experienced not

 in the public-political realm, but in the strictly private sphere of the

 household, whose head ruled over his family and slaves.

 This private realm of family and household was constituted by the

 necessities of life, the necessity of sustaining through labor the individ-

 ual life and of guaranteeing through procreation and birth the survival

 of the species. To define the condition for human life in terms of the

 twofold hardship of labor and birth (not only the English language, but

 in nearly all European languages the same word, labor, is used for toil
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 and the pangs of birth) and to understand these two as interconnected,

 corresponding to each other, be it because after man's sin in paradise

 God decided to make life hard for human beings or be it that this driv-

 ing necessity is seen in contrast to the "easy" life of the gods, has been

 one of the few outstanding traits in which the two strands of our past,

 the Hebrew and the Greek, are in agreement. It indicates the rank of

 Marx's thought that he, in a time when this fundamental connection

 was almost forgotten, re-established it by understanding labor and

 begetting as the two chief forms of "production of life, one's own life

 through labor, that is, the means of subsistence, and new life through

 begetting" (Deutsche Ideologie, 17) But while Marx put this production of

 life through labor at the center of his political philosophy, the whole

 tradition in complete agreement with the pre-traditional past put labor

 outside the political realm, making it the merely private concern of

 each individual of how to solve the problem of staying alive, and held

 this whole sphere in contempt, not primarily because it was "private,"

 but because it was subject to the necessities inherent in being and keep-

 ing alive. Whoever was subject to these necessities, such as laborers and
 women, could not be free; freedom meant first of all to have become

 independent of any activities that are necessary for life itself.

 The division between ruling and being ruled was first experienced

 in this private field where it divided those who ruled and those who

 were subject to necessity. Public-political life rested on this division as

 its pre-political condition, but the concept of rule itself originally played

 no role in it. This becomes emphatically true for the city-state and its

 concept of the equality of citizens, for which freedom is a pre-political

 condition and neither the content of politics nor a political ideal - but

 it is already true for an earlier time. Agamemnon was a king of kings,

 and even in Hesiod's seeming glorification of labor we meet the ever

 present slave or servant who executes his master's commands.

 In traditional political thought, this elementary freedom from

 necessity, which can be achieved only through rule over others, is then

 reflected in the ever repeated assurances that only a life that aspires to

 something higher than life itself is worth living, and only an activity
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 whose end is more than the activity itself is worth entering upon. Even

 the most striking difference between the life of free men in antiquity

 and the modern age, the enormous amount of ease without which polit-

 ical activity in the Greek and Roman sense, the bios politikos, would be

 altogether impossible, and that rested completely on the fact of slave-

 labor, is for those people's actual experience of freedom less relevant

 than its seemingly negative counterpart - the freedom from anagkaia,
 the sheer necessities of life.

 In other words, the distinction between ruling and being ruled,

 between rulers and subjects, which the traditional definitions of forms

 of government assume to be the essence of all political organization,

 was originally a distinction valid only in private life and therefore

 only a condition and never the content of politics. The reasons why

 the philosophers superimposed it on actual political experiences when

 they began to formalize and conceptualize them, have much more to

 do with the philosophers' attitude toward politics - an attitude that, to

 be sure, also had its political reasons and implications - than with any

 presumably unchangeable traits of the public-political realm itself.

 Kingship, aristocracy, and polity or republic are based on this

 freedom from necessity, which manifests itself in rule over women

 and slaves, and their distinctness does not lie in the question of how

 many hold power or of who rules whom. Their distinctness lies in

 what is understood to be of public concern as such and the relation-

 ship between those who are concerned with the public realm. Of public

 concern in a kingship is first of all a common enterprise that is not a

 quotidian occurrence but has the outstanding significance of an event

 that interrupts the normal course of everyday life. In order to participate

 in public affairs at all, the private rulers who follow their chosen leader,

 the basileus, have to leave not only the privacy of their lives but to step

 out of its daily rhythm altogether.

 What Hesiod glorifies over Homer is not labor itself but the

 dignity of everyday life. As the title Works and Days indicates, and as

 becomes even clearer in the admonitions to the sea-faring brother,
 Hesiod praises staying at home against enterprise and adventure of
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 all kinds. He holds up the quiet beauty of everyday life, character-

 ized no less by the recurring configuration of the days of the year

 than by the work in the household and field, which also in Hesiod is

 executed by slaves and only supervised by the head of the household.

 Hesiod's significance is that he praises a life that keeps away from the

 common public realm altogether; for him the possibilities of glory

 and great deeds count for nothing. He is the only Greek who unasham-

 edly praises private life, whose main characteristic for other Greeks

 was that it did not offer that space or sphere of a common world in

 which alone one can appear and be seen and therefore become what

 one is potentially. The reason that the Greek, as distinguished from

 the Roman, spirit could see in private life not much more than an
 unavoidable condition for the constitution of a common, public world

 was that privacy did not offer any possibility for doxa in its manifold

 meanings: appearance and illusion, fame and opinion. And since only

 that is which appears and is seen, Plato's highest idea of the good in

 its all embracing and overshadowing reality is phanotaton - that is, it

 shines forth most, has the most shining appearance (Republic, 518 C).

 The private realm, even if the necessities of life were success-

 fully "ruled" and taken care of, remained a realm of shadowy, inartic-

 ulate, and dark matters; private life was deprived of reality because it

 could not show itself and could not be seen by others. The conviction

 that only what appears and is seen by others acquires full reality and

 authentic meaning for man is at the basis of all Greek political life.

 The principal aim of the tyrant is to condemn men to their private
 household, which is to deprive them of the possibility of their human-

 ity. The agon, the strife of aristeuein, of being better than one's fellows

 and if possible the best of all, is not the competition of "potter with

 potter, craftsman with craftsman, and beggar with beggar," as Hesiod

 in his praise of Eris would have us believe (Works and Days, 24); it is,

 on the contrary, the political equation of reality with appearing to
 others. Only where others were present, could a specifically human

 life begin. Only where one was noticed by others could he, by distin-

 guishing himself, come into his own humanity.
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 It is therefore not just political life and political experience in

 the narrow sense of the word, but human life and human experience

 as such that begin wherever the private household and ruling over it

 come to an end; the common world, seen by all others in its freely shin-

 ing public light, then begins. This is equally true for kingship and for

 the polis, but the advantage of the latter in this respect is that it offers a

 common world for the daily life of its citizens and not only for sporadic

 enterprises. By the same token, polis-life loses opportunities for the

 truly extraordinary, and its doxa therefore becomes more and more

 an opinion by which the citizen distinguishes himself in the constant

 activity of politeuesihai, and less the shining glory of immortal fame that

 follows upon great deeds. What distinguishes kingship from polity and

 republic is not the relationship between rulers and subjects, and it is

 not even primarily the different relationship between the citizens, that

 is, those who live and move together in a common world. The chief

 historical difference lies in the role action itself plays in these different

 forms of public organization.

 Kingship, probably the oldest, and perhaps the most elementary

 political form of organization, rests on the experience of action in the

 general sense of beginning something new, of men starting together

 on a new enterprise. Action is the rallying point of the coming and
 staying together of heads of private households who have decided to

 leave behind their private concerns and who form a body politic as long

 as the enterprise lasts. What drives them together is the appetite for

 action that never can be satisfied by one man alone; for in distinction

 to laboring and fabricating, which can be pursued in loneliness or isola-

 tion, action is possible only where men join together and act in concert.

 This concert of action demands and, as it were, creates the king, who, as

 primus inter pares becomes an elected leader whom the others follow out

 of their own free choice in the spirit of loyalty. Where the element of

 free engagement is absent, kingship becomes a monarchy and, accord-

 ing to Plato, a tyranny when obedience is not granted voluntarily. The

 sovereign rulers of regal households who followed King Agamemnon

 to begin the Trojan enterprise helped him and Menelaos because they
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 hoped to win for themselves "eternal glory," namely, the doxa of glori-

 ous appearance in the world of mortals, which will survive their deaths.

 Only in this common world where they themselves and everything they

 do is seen and noted by others can they hope to overcome their private

 destiny of mortality, that is, to be born and live and die as one unique,

 unexchangeable person who, in the privacy of his own concerns, could

 not hope to leave any trace of his earthly existence behind him. It is

 for its utter futility that private existence - the idion of the Greeks and,

 though to a lesser extent because of the integration of family life into

 the public political realm, the res privata of the Romans - always had

 the connotation of a life deprived of the most essential human possi-

 bilities. Yet something of this futility is also inherent in the great enter-

 prises of the so-called heroic age. The common realm itself, constituted

 only for the requirements of action, disappears the moment the enter-

 prise has come to an end - when Troy is destroyed, its people killed
 or distributed as slaves in the private households of the heroes. In a

 sense, kingship and its enterprises, inspired by the courage to do and to

 endure- poiein and pathein have a closer relationship in Greek than in

 any other language; they are like two sides of the same pragmata insofar

 as they signify the ever changing and fluctuating fortunes of men -

 begin what eventually emerges in the polis as a more stable common

 world of human affairs (ta ton anthrôpôn pragmata). This later common

 world comprehends and assures survival for everything that men do

 to, and suffer from, each other, whereby it is understood that human

 greatness is not restricted to the deed and the doer in the strict sense of

 the word, but can equally be the share of the endurer and sufferer.

 Neither for the Greek polity nor for the Roman republic was action

 ever the central political experience. It is the basis of the city-state that

 people can live permanently together and not merely join together for

 great enterprises. It is between citizens that political affairs in the more

 narrow and familiar sense arise, and the central experiences of citizens

 stem from this living together much more than from acting together.

 The moment action is required, the polis will revert to the older kingly

 form of organization, and the citizens will again follow their chosen

 948 social research
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 leader, the stratêgos, to lead them in war, either in conquest or defense.

 But then these actions, which typically take place outside the walls of

 the city, are also outside of political activity strictly speaking; they no

 longer constitute, as they did in the early kingship, the only realm in

 which free men came and lived together. When military action again

 became the foundation of a form of government, we witness not the

 restoration of the old kingship but the establishment of monarchy, as

 when Roman emperors were elected as professional soldiers. The trans-

 formation of the stratêgos into the monarch, or rather into the Roman

 rex - and the word rex in the fifth century BCE had been as abhorrent to

 Roman republican ears as the word monarch had been to early Greek

 ears - takes place when wars became an everyday business and military

 action took predominance over all civil affairs. Only then does one-man

 rule or monarchy acquire a different status from tyranny. The Greek

 polis, however, and the Roman republic are equally removed from the

 early experience of action as the beginning of an enterprise, on one

 hand, and from the latest professional soldier's outlook on war as his

 daily business, on the other.
 What determines both Plato's and Aristotle's notion of the

 essence of politics is the daily living together of many people within the

 walls of one limited space. What relates these many to each other are

 two experiences: equality and difference. The sense of equality, however,

 as it appeared with the foundation of the polis, was very different

 from our own belief in universal equality. First, it was not universal

 but pertained only to those who in actual fact were equals; excluded

 from it as a matter of course were the unfree, namely, slaves, women,

 and barbarians. Freedom and equality therefore in the beginning were

 corresponding notions and no conflict was felt to exist between them.

 Since equality did not extend to all men, it was not seen against the
 background of a common human fate, as is the equality of all men

 before death; nor was it measured against the overwhelming reality
 of a superhuman being, as is the equality before God. Neither of these

 senses of equality entered the political realm before the declining centu-

 ries of the Roman Empire. What equality originally meant, in a positive
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 sense, was not being alone and not being lonely, for loneliness means

 to be without equals and the ruler of a rural household had no equals
 unless he went to war. Gratitude for the fact that not one man but men

 inhabit the earth found its first political expression in the body politic

 of the city-state.

 There, among equals, not in the solitary supremacy of a rural

 household, the great Greek passion for aei aristeuein, for always striving

 to distinguish oneself as the best of all, could develop into a way of life

 and hope to bring forward an aristocracy, not in the sense of rule by

 the best, but of a constant predominance of the best in polis-life. In a

 famous fragment Heraclitus tells us who the best are and how they are

 distinguished from the ordinary citizens: "The best prefer one thing,

 immortal fame, to all mortal things; but the multitude is satisfied with

 gorging themselves like cattle" (B 29). The need to measure oneself

 against others in order to come into one's own and show the irrevo-

 cable and unexchangeable uniqueness of each man who, because he
 is mortal, must find and mark out for himself a permanent abode that

 will survive both the perishable futility of his deeds and the mortality

 of his person, was certainly one of the strongest motives for the great

 enterprises of the earlier time of kingship. The great advantage of the

 polis over kingship is that the common public world, in which alone
 the deeds of men are seen and remembered, is not confined to the

 limited time of an enterprise with its beginning and end, but is itself

 permanent, the permanent abode of posterity. Moreover, the distin-

 guishing activity, the aristeuein itself, can now become a daily perfor-

 mance and permeate the whole body politic. As long as the Greek polis

 was inspired by the agonal spirit, it remained aristocratic no matter

 whether an oligarchy, as in the beginning, or the multitude in the clas-

 sical time, holds the power of government. Its aristocratic traits, the

 reckless individualism of aristeuein at any price, eventually brought the

 polis to its doom because it made alliances between poleis well nigh
 impossible.

 Its exact counterpart is the Roman republic, based from the

 beginning on the conclusion of alliances with defeated enemies, where

 950 social research
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 the salus reipublicae, the welfare ofthat which all have in common, was

 always and consciously put above individual glory, with the result that

 no one could ever fully become himself. Difference and distinction were

 secondary to equality, which only there became a working principle,

 a way of life and not, as in Athens, a sort of springboard from which

 to start distinguishing oneself above all others. What both Rome and

 Athens have in common is that the early concept of action as central

 for political life, and closely connected with the notion of great enter-

 prises, gave way to the notion of an active life consisting of handling

 public affairs by all citizens at all times. The content of this activity

 in Rome and Athens was as different as the Latin term agere is from

 the Greek póliiheuesihai. The one consisted chiefly in the never-ending
 watchful care that the foundation of Rome and her laws, the care for

 preservation and growth, laid upon the citizens as a burden of eternal

 responsibility, while the other consisted in constant deliberation and

 common consideration of all things human, because everything essen-

 tially human, according to the spirit of polis-life, was bound to appear

 and show its true face in the public-political realm. But in both cases the

 citizens who wanted to lead an active life and participate in the highest

 possibilities their worlds held out to them had to spend as much time

 as possible among their equals - in the gymnasium or the theater, in

 the courts or the market place, in popular meetings or the senate - and

 as little time as possible at home as the head or ruler of a household.

 Their private business, running their households or supervising their

 craftsmen or watching over their farms was, as it were, squeezed in

 between the by far more important matters which they daily attended

 to in public. The very notion of leisure, therefore, be it scholê or otium,

 meant specifically and exclusively leisure from public-political affairs,

 and not leisure from work, indicating, even before the philosophers

 demanded it as the prerequisite of the nonactive contemplative way of

 life, a kind of solitude which neither the polis or the republic, with the

 presence of one's fellow citizens, was willing or able to grant.

 Seen in the light of actual political experiences, the three forms

 of government disappear into three different, but not mutually exclu-
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 sive, ways of living-together. Kingship is primarily founded on action in

 the sense of beginning and seeing through great and single enterprises,

 and as such was devised for unique occasions, not for everyday life.

 Kingship occurs in Greek but not in Roman history, which up to the

 end abhorred the rex, because the only experience of one-man rule it

 ever had was of tyranny. Since Roman political life began after the foun-

 dation of Rome, the greatest of all enterprises, it had no experience

 of enterprises as possible gathering points for men, constituting their

 own common world. Roman history contained the resgestae, the things

 that Rome had laid upon her citizens and that her citizens had borne

 (gerere means originally to bear) and handled in a great and just spirit.

 Aristocracy again is primarily a Greek experience and consists of

 living together in the modus of ansteuern, of winning distinction and

 measuring oneself constantly against one's equals. Against it, and not

 necessarily in a different form of government, stands the spirit of the

 polity that flourished in Rome rather than in Athens. The Roman spirit

 embodies and exalts - to a degree it is difficult for us to recapture -

 the great overflowing joy of companionship among one's equals, the

 tremendous relief from being alone, which must have characterized
 the first foundation of urban centers and the flocking together of the

 many from rural occupations in the countryside. Here, the possibility

 of a "mixed government" is self-evident; it means no more than inte-

 grating the three fundamental experiences that characterize men inso-

 far as they live with each other and exist in plurality - the combination

 of "love of equality" with "love for distinction" (as Montesquieu later

 put it), and the integration of both in the "royal" faculty of action, the

 experience that action is a beginning and that no one can act alone.

 The exclusion of tyranny as a way of living together, as distin-

 guished from one-man rule or monarchy as the worst among possible

 forms of government, is no less manifest. The tyrant sins equally against

 all the fundamental traits of the human condition in its political aspect:

 he pretends to be able to act completely alone; he isolates men from

 each other by sowing fear and mistrust between them, thereby destroy-

 ing equality together with man's capacity to act; and he cannot permit
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 anybody to distinguish himself, and therefore starts his rule with the

 establishment of uniformity, which is the perversion of equality.

 It is this past and its outstanding political experiences that the

 tradition conceptualized when it defined the forms of government in

 the framework of ruling and being ruled, of law and power. Nothing, as

 we pointed out before, could be more alien to these experiences than

 the division of rulers and subjects, since rule was precisely a pre-polit-

 ical condition of living together and therefore, in terms of antiquity,

 this could only mean that a category of private life was applied to the

 public-political realm. As a matter of fact, nothing is so characteristic of

 the negative aspects of Greek history than the incapacity of the Greeks

 to rule, which shows itself all the way from the great Trojan enterprise,

 which ended with the destruction of Troy, the slaughtering of its men
 and the enslavement of its women and children, to the ill-fated behav-

 ior of Athens in the Peloponnesian war toward the Melians, and in

 general toward all the allies. Nowhere were the Greeks ever able to rule

 over conquered peoples, that is, to establish rulership as a politically

 valid principle against destruction on one side and slavery on the other.

 Conquest and destruction could enrich the private realm of the citizens;

 they could never establish a public realm in which the citizens as citi-

 zens would rule over another people, as the heads of households ruled

 over their slaves and women. It is precisely the absence of rule in the

 public realm that characterizes the specific cruelty of Greek history.

 Rome, to be sure, had the greatness to solve this problem. But its

 solution is not in terms of rule either. Dominium as well as Imperium were

 based on the Roman faculty to establish sodetates, alliances with former

 enemies. Roman power expresses itself in establishing specific public

 realms between Rome and her neighbors, be these enemies or friends,

 so that a common world comes into being which is neither identical

 with Rome herself nor with the former political status of the conquered.

 It is very specifically a world of its own between both, founded on Roman

 law, but again not in the law valid for Roman citizens, but on a law

 specifically designed to operate in between, the ius gentium, a kind of

 mediator between the different and alien laws of the cities. It was only
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 in her decline that Rome became "the universal master" and then she

 destroyed the common world, the first great commonwealth, which

 she herself had built, the Imperium Romanum in which power (imperium)

 is supported by gloria et benevölentia soáorum, as Cicero says (De Off. Ill,

 88), by the glory of Rome and the good will of her allies.

 Thus it was only during the decline and after the fall of the Roman

 Empire that the traditional division between ruling and being ruled as

 an elementary necessity for all organized communities could base itself

 on an equally elementary experience in the political realm. During this

 same period of dying antiquity, the most fundamental distinction on

 which all political life had rested in the ancient world - the distinc-

 tion between a world of the free, which alone was political, and the

 household rule over slaves, which remained private - became increas-

 ingly blurred. This was partly because the public realm of free men was

 breaking down to such an extent that the private realm of each of them

 almost automatically received a new emphasis, and partly because so

 many former slaves had been freed that the distinction itself was no

 longer of such great importance. But from then on, the traditional divi-

 sion between those who rule and those who are ruled kept growing

 in significance all through the Middle Ages and the first centuries of

 the modern age. That the whole realm of public political life and the

 common world in which it moves is essentially structured by this divi-

 sion finally became the basic assumption of the tradition of Western

 political thought. Wherever this division is lacking, as for instance in

 the Utopian expectations of a future society functioning without the

 interference of clearly defined state power, the inevitable conclusion

 is that the whole realm of politics, and not only the state, will wither

 away.
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